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Time for Detailed
Review
CAPT Ike Puzon, USNR (Ret)
Director of Legislation

here are several extraordinary issues
that can be taken away from recent
Congressional hearings specifically
directed toward Guard and Reserve issues. We
thank Congress for holding these hearings and
inserting Guard and Reserve current issues in
the minds of Congressional members and the
departments.
It was extremely clear during these hearings
that those providing the testimony from within
the structure of DoD and for the Department of
the Navy appeared to be out of touch. These
are observer’s words. The testimony provided
by the departments was eloquently provided as
“plans” to transform the Guard and Reserve in
order to relieve the stress or to address the
issues. DoD and OPNAV testimony appeared
to be staged until certain Congressional members pressed questions about what service
members in the Guard and Reserve really saw
as important issues. Most importantly, certain
Congressional members were exposing what
they are hearing from members in Iraq and in
the field. What is said by service members was
different than the testimony being provided.
With the pending force structure institutional
changes and cultural changes that are in play
for our Naval Reserve and the Naval Reserve’
Navy, I believe it is time to take a detailed look
at where we are going. These recent strategic
and tactical efforts appear to be in areas that
have no real strategic mission requirement
basis. The stated changes, as is always the case,
are more in the area of what the programmers
desire. Is this the way to run a railroad: We can’t
afford the tracks, but let’s build the new train
anyway?
The United States military is undoubtedly at
new heights of military respect and national pride.
We all should feel pride and professionalism
in arriving at this time in our history. The
involvement of the Reserve Components service
members has never been more required by our
National Military Strategy, than it is today.
Involvement by our Guard and Reserve forces
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is somewhat different today than it has been
in the past. Never in past mobilizations has our
Reserve Component been used in the rotation
of forces for nation building or post conflict
resolution, nor has it been used for war fighting
or homeland security in these ways.
It is very clear that the Naval Reserve needs
to change, but so do all the services and
components. I believe the Naval Reserve has
changed and if willing to change (transform).
Our Reserve Component has always been made
up of those citizen sailors who are more Sailors
than they are citizen. But, most of all, they are
dedicated citizens who are part of the business
world and already understand the best business
practices that are currently being utilized in our
society. We have recalled 360,000 of these
citizens at latest count, and there is no end in sight
for utilization of our most dedicated citizens.
As we change the construct of their organization,
are we listening to them, or are we changing for
“transformation-programming’s” sake?
One of the most interesting points that
appeared to be missed by our leaders during
recent hearings is that members of the Reserve
Components know there has been a change in
the utilization. Why do they know? They are
living it. Their families are living it. Their
employers are living it. Most importantly, they
know they have trained and have always wanted
to serve – or they wouldn’t have been volunteers
– just like their active member counterparts.
So, it is very hard to understand why leaders
do not see that there needs to be something
different in our National Military strategy, and
National Security Strategy that transcends
just programming for high-tech improvements.
People understand the issue much faster than
given credit.
Instead of DoD and OPNAV pressing
Congress for improvements in the Selective
Reserve MGIB, or finding a way to improve
health care for our Reserve members, the
departments have decided it is more important
to find a way to reduce end strength during
increased utilization. I am no rocket scientist,
but this certainly does not make sense to most
people. Currently, the Navy is conducting a
zero-based review (conducted by the same
offices that did the last bottom-up review, the
QDR, and recent Reserve force studies) which
is supposed to restructure and realign the Naval

Reserve into what our country needs to what
threat? Instead of providing more quality in
training, the Navy has implemented a new
“cost-saving” Fleet Response Program. To date,
no one has identified the resources that will be
available to provide minimum, much less existing,
training for our Reserve forces that will be
“aligned” by decommissioning and integration.
All Reserve forces – especially the Naval
Reserve – should be and must be integrated and
aligned, but not at the expense of providing
effective, efficient, cost-savings forces – those
of the Reserve Components. If our Reserve
forces have not been the cost-savings, efficient,
surging force, why are we using them? If they
are not already aligned and integrated, why do
they make up a large percent of those forces
returning to Iraq? The answers to these questions
have already been answered. They have been
answered by those members of the Guard and
Reserve forces who are in Iraq, on the way to
Iraq, have gone to the multiple war on terrorist
actions, or are on recall to go to the next conflict.
So, why do we need these people to leave their
civilian employment, and “cushy” positions, to
go complete our national security strategy?
The main reason we need them is because
they are effective, they are efficient, they are
cost-effective, and they are surging! Does the
department see this and understand that more
could be used in the Navy?
There are always better ways to do things, and
we as a country usually find those ways. We
have and find the technologies to make things
happen. We are training great people to do little
jobs, and training great people to do the hard
jobs, and to do them right. Our strength is and
always will be in the people, and the leadership
that goes with them. What is hard to explain
today is why departmental leaders cannot see
that the Reserve Component is a cost-effective
force.
It is time for our departmental leaders to
address retention and recruiting issues, health
care, and improved MGIB. It is also time for
our leaders to understand that the members of
the Reserve forces are trained as a unit, with a
unit, and for a unit that is dedicated to the
U.S. military ideals.
So, instead of changing totally how a Reserve
service member is aligned for doing his/her
Cont’d. on page 21
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Letters
Dear Admiral Keith,
Having just finished the February 2004
NRA News, I wanted to offer my compliments
to your organization on another job welldone. Once again, I found myself tearing
out articles for future reference or for
general interest to put out at drill. In this
particular edition, you helped me settle
a bet with a colleague about the often
misunderstood lineal/register number (Get
in Line by CAPT Hardy), as well as your
annual “gouge” to put out concerning
taxes. Over the years, I have often found
myself referring to my file of torn out NRA
articles to obtain answers to questions of
promotion, general leadership, professional
development, and retirement issues.
I have no doubt that the NRA has had a
large impact on my Naval Reserve career
and that of my fellow Sailors. Please keep
up the good work on all of our behalf.
Steve Maronick
Commander, USNR
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the various options). Since I haven’t as yet
received a reply back from NRPC, I’m not
certain what their reasons will be for
sending out such unprofessional packages
for critical monuments in our professional
lives. I expect the answer will be similar to
what I received seventeen years ago: it’s
really not in our control – it’s caused by
Cleveland, but not to worry because we are
working on it and converting to computers.
It is no wonder there are mistakes by
applicants. Simple system changes could
improve timeliness, reduce errors, be more
responsive to the customer and likely
reduce the staff required (save money).
My Army and Air Force friends say their
retirement packages were received on
time and were clear, concise and easy to
complete.
Again, thank you for caring and your
professional help in watching out for the
benefits all have earned.
Roger L. Boostrom
Captain, USNR (Ret)

Dear Editor,

Dear Admiral Keith,

I appreciate all the “things” that the
Naval Reserve Association looks into and
goes after for its members. Yesterday, I
received a letter from CAPT McAtee related
to application for retirement pay and benefits.
The letter was to the point and professional.
More importantly, it reminded me that the
association and its leadership do care and
are looking out for its members.
Luckily, I had already contacted NRPC,
received my packet, returned it and have
received acknowledgement of its receipt.
Unfortunately, I had to call and request the
packet. What was received was very unprofessional, incomplete and contained a number of errors: misspellings, grammatical
errors, directions referring to the wrong
box numbers, references to direction on the
back of blank pages, etc. Most glaring was
the cover page. It was obviously a multigeneration copy with numerous staple
marks. I wasn’t sure if the last line was a
typed signature or the closing: Than You.
It appears our Navy hasn’t made much
improvement in its process of dealing with
those qualifying for or applying for
retirement. When I completed my twenty
years, I received a packet that was also
incomplete (lacking all tables for calculating

Thank you for the notification and listing
of my promotion to Lieutenant. My wife is
quite excited, as am I. We look forward to
serving the needs of our country and the
Navy/USMC team now and in the future.
My mission is for my service to our Navy
to be exemplary in effort and quality;
whenever and wherever.
Michael Couvillon
Lieutenant, USNR

Dear Captain McAtee,
Thank you for your assistance. I truly
appreciate it and just want to comment on how
important it is for Reservists to be members
of organizations such as the Naval Reserve
Association. If I was not a member, I would
never have known about the issues and
changes involving O1E - O3E pay. Joining
a professional organization such as the
NRA is one of the most important things
a Reservist can do for their career. Thank
you once again.
Tim Nosal
Lieutenant, USNR
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services, perhaps it is better to look at the
pyramid upside down. What does it take to
make sure we have a reserve total force that
really is aligned with the active force to the
most efficient, best business practice? I
suggest it might be: what does it cost and
how well do they fight in battle or provide
service to those who are fighting.
These Congressional hearings asked the
question – what can we do to relieve the
stress on our Reserve and Guard forces? The
answers provided were never to provide a
continuum of benefits for the members and
their families. Instead, the answers provided
were that we are transforming the Guard and
Reserve forces because we must transform
the Guard and Reserve forces. The answers
provided were not those that the E-5 or O-4
or their families might provide. The answers
were more those of a plan. It may be time for
the actionable answers, like: raise the
Selected Reserve MGIB, or improve the
health care for service members, or (something really transformational) improve the
benefits for the employers of Guard and
Reserve forces!
How do we really get to these new changes
that we all want too much? Can DoD or
Department of the Navy make the changes
along with all the DoD Research Centers?
If they could, why haven’t they figured it
out by now? The departments and research
centers of excellence have certainly had time
and money on their sides to figure out the
changes.
I strongly suggest that Congress must act
and Congress must act soon, on what our
reserve structure should be for the next 20
years. We still do not understand the real or
emerging threats to our National Security or
Homeland Security. A Congressionally
mandated commission can and would
address key issues important to members and
their families, even if others are overlooking
them. If we fail to address the needs and
requirements correctly, then we will certainly
lose structure, people, equipment, and
surge capabilities for a long time. Some
would say we need to lose it. However, more
importantly, why would we need to lose it, if
they are surging now to provide for our
national security? We have to review these
changes from outside the department, to get
the transformation correct.
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